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William Long
became a
novelist in
his 70s after
careers in the
army, industry
and business.
As he moves
home to
Bangor the
storyteller
reveals a rich
past.

Long
time
and
tall
tales
William Long: has
moved to Bangor to
complete the third part
of this Timecrack
science fiction trilogy
which will be available
in 2018.
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CANCER diagnosis and
surgery propelled William
Long into a fresh career
as a writer and he has moved
from Holywood to Bangor to
complete his first trilogy of
science fiction novels.

The decision to relocate, and
renovate a house, opens a new
chapter in the rich and colourful life of
the 78 year old grandfather.
His father Alexander was a painter
at Harland and Wolff and worked on
the Titanic as a young man before
hard times forced him to Glasgow
where he met William’s mother. Both
were profoundly deaf and 46 years old
when their son was born in Newry
Street, East Belfast. “I remember an
older sister but don’t know what
became of her,” he recalls. “She would
be 98 if she is still alive. I only knew
my parents as old people and grew up
in a silent household. Books and
comics, sent by my aunt Lottie in
Canada, were my escape and served
as my early education.”
He attended night school to study
English, maths and chemistry in the
hope of joining the Royal Air Force but
poor sight ruled out a career as a pilot
and he joined a reserve unit in the
Royal Army Medical Corps that came
to be known as the Ever-readys. Today
it would be called a rapid response
unit. He qualified as a theatre
technician. Eight years with the unit
ended with a short spell in the Royal
Victoria Hospital theatre block, before
emigrating to Canada in the 1960s.
There he worked for industry giant
Union Carbide in Toronto at an
electrolysis unit but after toiling 16
hours a day, seven days a week, for
nearly a year, he decided to see a bit
more of north America and the rest of
the world.
“This was one of the most exciting
times in my life and included working
as a night cashier in the Hotel
Vancouver and delivering vehicles for
the movie producer, George Englund,
in Los Angeles. I ended up in the
Bahamas exploring the islands.”
In 1968 he returned to Belfast to
look after his elderly parents. He
spent three years as a sales
representative for Clairol hair
products before setting up his own
promotional advertising business,
creating and promoting the Five
Nations Rugby Championship tie and
a range of other branded products for
Coca-Cola, the Ryder Cup and
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William Long
Glasgow Rangers.
fter retiring he volunteered to
work for 12 weeks in a men’s
hostel for the homeless in
Belfast. That turned into 12 years of
dealing with people from all
backgrounds, whose lives had been
turned upside down by inflicted and
self-inflicted experiences.
When he was diagnosed with
prostate cancer in 2003 he decided to
write about the experience and
combine it with other short stories.
His first book was published under the
title An Unexpected Diagnosis as an
eBook on Amazon. It was followed by
The Timecrack Adventure series
including Timecrack and its sequel
Copanatec. A third part of the trilogy
is close to completion.
“These novels evolved out of my
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interest in the cosmos, modern
physics and the possibility of there
being more than one universe. And in
response to the many enquiries on
how, or why, I ever started writing so
late in life, I put together How I Wrote
My First Book which answers some of
the questions.
“I’ve added a Guest Author page to
my website
www.williamlongbooks.co.uk which, I
hope, will go a little way to giving
other authors more exposure for their
creative writing. It is a difficult trade
for newcomers to break into.”
Moving to a new home in Bangor
has been a stressful experience for
the writer and he jokes that his next
book will be called Moving House Don’t Do it! The property requires
some modernisation and much

coordination work with builders.
relaxing holiday break in
Majorca in October was
spoiled by a pickpocket who
made off with his wallet as he boarded
a tour boat at Palma harbour. “It was a
stressful experience too but there is
always a silver lining to every cloud
and it might provide good material for
a new short story sometime,” he said.
“One of the most rewarding aspects
of my writing career has been the
support of my friends, colleagues,
public library staff members, even the
occasional stranger who would
volunteer a story over a cup of coffee
or a small libation.
“In particular, the unstinting help
I’ve received recently with the
research for my latest book from the
staff of the libraries in Belfast,
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Holywood, Letterkenny and Donegal
has been especially welcome.
“Unexpectedly, I was able to add
another library to this list in
November, when I received a request
from the world-famous National
Library of Ireland in Dublin to deposit
my books with them in the reference
section. It was a privilege to do so, and
to be given a private tour through the
inner sanctum, which holds the
world’s greatest collection of Irish
documentary material. It made for a
very memorable visit.
“Writing can be a lonely occupation,
but it does offer the opportunity to
visit fascinating places and meet some
interesting people.”
He is married to Vi and they have a
son Ryan, a daughter Alex and two
grandsons Finian and Lukas.

